THE FUTURE OF INTERNATIONALISATION

CESAR, the association of HEIs in Rouen, is holding its 4th International Staff Training Week in 2019. It will be focusing on issues related to the Future of Internationalisation. This ISTW will be a unique way to find out more about the topic by sharing best practices and networking with member institutions of CESAR (CESI, ENSA Normandie, ERFPS, ESADHaR, ESIGELEC, IRTS-IDS Normandie, INSA Rouen Normandie, NEOMA Business School, UniLaSalle and the University of Rouen Normandy).

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The ISTW will combine seminars, workshops, a company visit, a survival French lesson and sightseeing in Rouen. The sessions will be conducted in ENGLISH. The main topics will be: The Future of Internationalisation – Mixed reality/virtual mobility/immersive reality, Erasmus+Virtual Exchange, International cooperation in a world with closing borders, internationalisation and linguistic diversity, the next Erasmus+ programme, digitalisation of tools (web-based software programmes, dematerialisation, e-learning...), double/joint and delocalised degrees and European Universities, future social trends: the expectations of Generation Z.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE?

Participation fee per person is 50 euros (to pay at the latest 1 week after receiving confirmation email). Participants will cover their travel, accommodation (affordable appart hotel already booked) and personal expenses. The host institutions will provide the opening cocktail, 3 lunches, including closing lunch on a sailing boat (Armada) and the social programme. The programme of workshops and all practical information will be provided with your invitation letter. Learn more about the Armada international tall ship festival HERE.

TARGET AUDIENCE

International office staff, student affairs office staff, teaching staff, deans and international relations stakeholders.

WHERE? ROUEN, NORMANDY, FRANCE

FROM PARIS: Car – 1 hour and 45 minutes / Train – 1 hour and 10 minutes. Rouen is 40 minutes from the sea.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 22, 2019
APPLY HERE!
Limited number of places

Confirmation emails will be sent before March 8, 2019

CONTACT

For further information, please contact the international office of YOUR partner institution, or CESAR, IF YOU HAVE NO PARTNER INSTITUTION IN ROUEN (cesar.rouen@gmail.com).